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1/11) Introducing https://t.co/dDuU0rsw1Y.

We are building a new #DeFi asset management protocol.

Ccommunity owned and community managed funds.

DeFi meets Wall Street Bets.

It's time to decentralize and democratize investment

https://t.co/exErPi5VRn

TLDR ■
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The investment landscape has changed forever.

We are finally at zero interest rates. End of the road.

Traditional asset classes like bonds or equities don't have risk/adjusted positive outlooks anymore.

Inflation looms ■■

What can we do about it?
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As @RaoulGMI says, only one asset class has outperformed this increase in the money supply. 

 

#Bitcoin, and crypto assets are just getting started.
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Asset Management TAM is > $100T while DeFi is just $40B and all crypto is ~$1T. 

 

Huge opportunity ahead ■■
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We want to give everyone access to this one-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Accreditation rules, access to secret deals and local jurisdiction have kept the best opportunities private.

@balajis said many times that Web 3.0 is going to turn the world into investors. We agree.
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We need to give everyone a chance to participate.

Robinhood has made everyone aware of the risk of centralized platforms.

If you are not paying to use a platform, you are the product.

Thanks to #Ethereum and #DeFi, we can offer asset management that is trustless and open.
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Wall Street Bets, @RealVision, and #dogecoin have shown the power of investing as a tribe. 

 

An investment thesis starts with an idea that expresses a shared vision of the world. 

https://twitter.com/balajis
https://twitter.com/RealVision,


With a community, you can find people that share your viewpoint, build on it, and spread it.
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There are so many opportunities in crypto but really few people that know how to find them.

What if the people that know the opportunities share them and get rewarded?
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There are a lot of valid ways to make money in this ecosystem and we welcome them all.

Within Babylon, you can find communities that match their time, risk, and liquidity preferences.

For example, a Digital art ■■ community that buys #NFts and sells them at a later date.
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Our launch is coming soon. We believe it is really important to be public and transparent. Develop openly.

The best way to build a network is by sharing our plans and getting feedback.

We want to hear from you. We cannot create this platform alone.
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If you are an investor ■, and you want to participate in the first funds, we want to hear from you

If you are a #DeFi expert ■and want to lead a community around your thesis, please reach out

If you are working on a #DeFi protocol ■, and want to collaborate, let's chat
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